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1. Introduction
In concrete structures, the extent of deterioration 
varies depending on the materials used, construction 
conditions, environmental conditions of the structures 
in service, and other factors. Therefore, it is important 
to determine the causes of deterioration accurately, 
predict the deterioration progress with the necessary 
accuracy, and perform structural maintenance to ensure 
that these structures can satisfy the predetermined 
performance over the planned service period. Complex 
environmental actions and physicochemical phenomena 
need to be considered to predict the deterioration 
progress of actual structures for maintenance 

Abstract
This technical committee conducted its activities to link engineering models used in deterioration prediction in 
maintenance management and the results of environmental and phenomenological evaluations with the survey 
results of actual structures. We summarized earlier academic results (theoretical and phenomenological results) 
and survey methods related to structural deterioration and investigated approaches to utilize these results for the 
deterioration prediction of actual structures. Further, we focused on water as an action, summarized concrete 
deterioration and rebar corrosion, and we summarized the current status of research and issues, which includes those 
on structural performance evaluation.

management accurately. The prediction method is very 
complicated even if these effects can be considered 
in deterioration prediction. Meanwhile, the use of 
engineering prediction methods is considered desirable 
for practical maintenance management. Information 
obtained from structures impacted by the actual 
environment over time can fill the gap between the 
above two aspects.
This committee summarized earlier academic research 
results (theoretical and phenomenological) and survey 
methods related to the deterioration of structures, and 
they investigated their use in the deterioration......


